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The #1 New York Times bestselling memoir by Clint Hill that Kirkus Reviews called â€œclear and

honest prose free from salaciousness and gossip,â€• Jackie Kennedyâ€™s personal Secret Service

agent details his very close relationship with the First Lady during the four years leading up to and

following President John F. Kennedyâ€™s tragic assassination.In those four years, Hill was by Mrs.

Kennedyâ€™s side for some of the happiest moments as well as the darkest. He was there for the

birth of John, Jr. on November 25, 1960, as well as for the birth and sudden death of Patrick Bouvier

Kennedy on August 8, 1963. Three and a half months later, the unthinkable happened.Forty-seven

years after the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, the one vivid image that never leaves

Clint Hillâ€™s mind is that of President Kennedyâ€™s head lying on Mrs. Kennedyâ€™s lap in the

back seat of the limousine, his eyes fixed, blood splattered all over the back of the car, Mrs.

Kennedy, and Hill as well. Sprawled on the trunk of the car as it sped away from Dealey Plaza, Hill

clung to the sides of the car, his feet wedged in so his body was as high as possible. Clint Hill

jumped on the car too late to save the president, but all he knew after that first shot was that if more

shots were coming, the bullets had to hit him instead of the First Lady. Mrs. Kennedyâ€™s strength,

class, and dignity over those tragic four days in November 1963 held the country together.This is

the story, told for the first time, of the man who perhaps held her together.
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To my surprise this book is a love story. Not a salacious inappropriate smut filled account, but rather

one with stories of growth, fun times, laughter, dedication, respect! A story of sorrow and sadness

that is uplifting because of caring and friendship. This book is a warm modern portrait the Mr. and

Mrs. John F. Kennedy and their children from someone who was close to them with no axe to grind.

Even the sad events are presented with compassion. There's a lot of love in this book.Secret

Service Agent Clint Hill begins his association in late 1960 with the Kennedy administration in a

fearful place. Fearful that after a couple of years of what he believed was success on President

Eisenhower's detail, he's suddenly removed from the "main action" of protecting the president. Is

this a demotion he bemoans? Like any macho Secret Service dude seeking to advance, Mr. Hill

naturally dreads moving to the First Ladies detail with its potential daily doses of "fashion shows and

the ballet." Yet, both loving his job and having a young family to support, Mr. Hill accepts his fate

and reports to 3307 N Street, Georgetown, to meet (be approved by??!!) the young First Lady-elect

(she's already rejected one perspective agent!!).Disappoint quickly turns to beguilement, as Clint Hill

is thoroughly charmed and enchanted by this beautiful, fun, witty, intelligent, adventurous, sporty,

irreverent and yeah, a bit of a spoiled rich girl (who knows how to get her way). Heck, he even

learns to not mind the occasional fashion show (so long as it features the First Lady!), ballet in New

York and even personally shopping for ladies apparel in Ravello, Itally!!!! Who woulda thunk it.No,

I've not overdone it on the adjectives and yeah, this isn't your typical "Kennedy" bio. Mr.
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